2017 Dean’s Circle Members

Keith Abrahamson and Karlene Johnson
Ronald Albright
Vernon Amundson
Edward and Susan Anderson
Gary Anderson
Maynard Anderson
Cheryl Anderson-Cermin
Jerome and Karen Appeldoorn
Leon and Linda Assael
Joseph and Marcie Becker
Stephen and Elizabeth Bejarano
Perry Belcher
Fred Bertchinger
Steven Bilben
Terrence Bongard
Gerald Cavanaugh
Craig Cayo
Kim and Dede Chart
Donna Ater Dehn
John and Nadia Doroschak
Bruce Dumke
David Dungey
Jennifer Eisenhuth
Robert and Laura Eng
Neal Engel and Jean Krusemark

Steven Erlandson
Michael and Priscilla Flynn
Michael and Mary Fuchs
Peder and Maren Gaalaas
James and C. Allison Gaasedelen
Robert Gardetto
David Gesko
Sven Gorr
Michael Hanson and Jodi Fonkert
Arnold and Shirley Hill
Bruce and Janette Hulgren
Thomas and Maren Hustad
Melissa Hutchens
Thomas Inglis
Becky Johnson
Lisa Johnson
Scott Kajer and Marianne Wheelock
George and Julie Kinney
Brent and Cynthia Larson
Stephen Litton
Naty Lopez
Jeffrey Loveless
Karen Lynch and Peter Park
Carol Meyer
Rolf Moen
Frederick Morlock

Brian Murn
John Nydahl
Jeffrey Ogden
Richard Oliver
Mark and Jo Ann Omlie
Jeffrey and Mary O’Neil
Helena Tapias Perdigon and Walter Zimmerman Jr.
Gina Pfeiffer
Freeman and Shirley Rosenblum
Joel Schieck
Herbert and Juliana Schulte
Wook-Jin Seong and MyungSook Ryu
Stephen Shuman
Hugh Silkensen
Mark Steinmetz
Cindy and Scott Sundet
Robert and Annie Thelen
Todd Thierer
Lawrence Tottori
Scott and Dana Varland
Barbara Veath
Lori and Brett Veerman
Robert and Karen Wotruba
Michael and Lisa Zakula
James and Sonja Zenk

The Dean’s Circle is comprised of members who have made an annual gift of $1,000 or more to the Dentistry Fund for Achievement, Dental Hygiene Fund or 125th Anniversary Fund.

For more information on how to join, contact Ms. Nicki Black at black842@umn.edu or 612-301-6663.

Thank You!